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Basic survival of an organism relies upon its ‘knowing’ the 
world that surrounds it. 

The fundamental system that underlies this knowing is 
what “Sensory  Processes” is all about.  

Sensory and Perceptual processes

All of the following aspects of human life are mediated through 
the brain and its sensory systems:

interaction with the world
sorting & storing acquired information
communication
social life
mental health
planning, decision making



“Whatever one thinks within oneself, that alone is experienced 

by him. To a man in great pain, a night is an epoch; and a 

night of revelry passes in a moment.” 
Vasishthaya, 6th Century AD

Perception as Gateway to the World

In the 6th century, an Indian philosopher wrote the following 

description of the centrality of perception to life :



you find the problem sheet in your bag -learning & memory
you start a conversation -language
you try to memorize the contents of the lectures -knowledge
you select the right equation and compute the result - reasoning

you meet your friend in the café to work on your statistics exercise

what are the necessary processing steps in your brain ?

you enter the café and look around –perception

you ignore almost everything and find your friend -attention

you approach the table without knocking over chairs - planning 
action

An example : a trivial, everyday problem 



Why do we perceive what we do?

How does the brain process information so that what we see 
or hear is what we create, not what is actually “out there”?

….perception is not a passive process, but it is active, 
creating and constructing our world. 

Whereas sensation (the stimulus which impacts upon the 
sense organs) provides the raw data about the 
environment, it is perception which provides meaning

Sensação é o processo primário de recolha 
de dados do ambiente



Percepção
é o processo secundário de interpretação desses dados; o 
cérebro pode adicionar ao input sensorial da memória ou 
tentar racionalizar o que ele acredita que deve estar a ver. Se 
a informação for ambígua, o cérebro chega á melhor solução 
que pode

Perception - is a process of the brain making sense  of 
the input from the modalities. 

Gregory (1966) suggests 

Perception is not simply determined by stimulus patterns; 
rather it is a dynamic searching  for the best interpretation 
of the available data. 



at least 80% of our input comes through our visual system

the next largest percentage through our auditory system…..

Humans are highly visually oriented beings



Programa Nacional para a Saúde da Visão (DGS, 2005)

O sentido da visão possui um elevado significado social, 
representando um meio de  comunicação fundamental para a 
relação entre as pessoas e para a actividade profissional

…mais importante do que a acuidade visual em si mesma, é 
o modo como  cada pessoa utiliza a visão que possui, ou 
seja, a sua visão funcional, e que existem medidas  
susceptíveis de a melhorar

…a visão deve ser preservada desde o nascimento, sendo 
imperativo  prevenir e tratar a doença visual, a qual provoca, 
sempre, diminuição da qualidade de vida,  com repercussão 
negativa a nível pessoal, familiar e profissional, para além de 
causar  elevados custos sociai





Sensory Adaptation



The main features of perception

Perception is knowledge-based and partly learned

Perception is inferential

It is categorical

Ex. early works of art show that artists (and young children) 
have to learn about perspective; likewise, your perception of 
pathological signs on a slide under a microscope improves 
with medical education

When we see part of an object, ex. top half of a person sitting 
at a table, we perceive them as a “whole” person, not half a 
person

We tend to categorise what we see, so that a variety of 
clinical signs are perceived as a disease in a patient, even 
though they may not in fact be related



The main features of perception ( 2)

Perception is relational

Perception is adaptive

We tend to perceive significant things better than insignificant
things. 

Ex. we notice a car which is moving more than we notice a 
stationary vehicle: 

This is more important for our survival

What we perceive as small or large depends on context. 

A 2 cm flesh wound on an adult is seen less serious than the 
same size of wound on child



…this believe is an illusion — a perceptual illusion …we confront 
the world neither directly nor precisely (Kandel and Schwartz 
(1981)

...from a brain linked to “what is out there” by a few million 
fragile sensory nerve fibers, our only information channels, our
lifelines to reality. 

They also provide what is essential for life itself: an afferent 
excitation that maintains the conscious state, awareness of self.

We believe that our perceptions are always precise and direct

but as Vernon Mountcastle (1975) has pointed out:



Sensations are set by the encoding functions of sensory 
nerve endings, and by the integrated neural mechanics of the 
central nervous system. 

Afferent nerve fibers are not high-fidelity recorders, for they 
accentuate certain stimulus features, neglect others. 

The central neuron is a story-teller with regard to the nerve 
fibers and it is never completely trustworthy, allowing 
distortions of quality and measure. 

Sensation is an abstraction, not a replication, of the real world

Vernon Mountcastle (1975)



Perception is a constructive / interpretative /creative act

Perception as a Constructive Act Puzzle

Considerable evidence that visual perceptionis are  not
entirely accurate/veridical

visual illusions • ambiguous figures• visual completion



WHAT ARE ILLUSIONS, AND WHY ARE WE SUBJECT TO THEM?

Illusions demonstrate how creative a process perception is, 

because the stimuli are ambiguous, or presented in a 

context which distorts our perception

We are subject to illusions, not because we are 

unintelligent or not paying attention, but because the brain 

interprets reality in the light of our prior experience.



HOW DO WE RECOGNISE WHAT IS PERCEIVED?

Recognition is organising what is perceived into something 
meaningful by using past experience. 

Bottom-up processing

The perceptual system is assumed to analyse a stimulus into a set of 
features and then the brain matches it to other sets already existing 
in the brain. If a match occurs, then recognition occurs. 

Ex., in examining a rash, MD,  takes note of the shape, type, size, 
colour and distribution of spots, then matches them, ex. to previous 
cases of measles that he has seen, or the colour illustration and 
description of measles that he has seen in a textbook

A number of theories exist to explain how this is done:



The context creates expectancy and sets up what is known as 
“perceptual set”. 

If some stimuli are presented, we“see” what we expect, or want to 
see, and recognition occurs. 

Ex. the MD. learns from the patient that he has been in contact 
with someone suffering from German measles. 

This creates an expectancy, and a perceptual set when examining 
the patient’s rash. 

It can sometimes lead to misdiagnosis when the expectancy is 
strong.

HOW DO WE RECOGNISE WHAT IS PERCEIVED?

Top-down processing



HOW DO WE RECOGNISE WHAT IS PERCEIVED?

Both mechanisms together (Bottom-up and  Top-down)

In trying to read a page of poor handwriting we may use 
both processes: 

puzzling out what each letter looks like,

as well as 

guess  meaning from the context. 



Interpretation in context (1)

O Que significa isto?



Interpretation in context (2)



HOW DO WE INFLUENCE PERCEPTION?

We control our perception by paying attention to different aspects 
of our environment.

Attentionis the directing and focusing of perception. It may be:

Selective. We attend more to stimuli that are changing, repeated, 
intenseand personally meaningful. 

Ex. cocktail party phenomenon: we can hear our own name spoken 
across a crowded noisy room, although we cannot hear anything 
else. 

Certain words catch our attention, ex. our names, words connected 
with significant interests, or important concerns such as words like 
“sex” (this phenomenon is used by advertisers to draw our attention 
to their products!)



Divided or focused

Our ability to divide attention is limited, although 
it can be improved with practice. 

It is easierto divide attention if two different types of stimuli are 
used. 

Ex. you can probably look at pictures and listen to 
music simultaneously, but it is hard to read and 
listen to someone talking at the same time

HOW DO WE INFLUENCE PERCEPTION?



HOW DO WE INFLUENCE PERCEPTION?

Negatively affected by stress and fatigue .

When we are tired, or when there are more demands being 

placed upon us than there are resources to meet those 

demands, our attention may decrease. 

This can have disastrous results.

Tired doctors are more likely to make errors because they 

are no longer able to pay full attention to all the details of a

particular set of diagnostic signs



Relevance to medical care

Perceptions of threat, vulnerability, risk

Perceptions of patients by doctors and doctors by patients

Preparation for medical procedures

Pain and pain control

Diagnostic skill and error

Paediatrics, geriatrics, intensive care

Examinations

and every other aspect of medical practice



THE RELEVANCE OF THE PSYCHOLOGY OF PERCEPTION TO MEDICINE

The brain is an active component of the perceptual process. 

Brain damagewill result in perceptual distortion, hence an early 
indicator of organic damagemay be perceptual disturbance

There is often no such things as the “correct” way to perceive
something: perceptions vary because the perceptual process is a 
creative one. Obviously most of the time we do not notice this, but 
sometimes the differences are critical. 

A pathologist may carry out a post-mortem examination for the 
police, with an assumption about the cause of the death. It may lead 
them to seek, identify and repost an incomplete set of evidence.

A second pathologistmay discover another, highly significant sign 
which can change the course of the police enquiry completly



THE RELEVANCE OF THE PSYCHOLOGY OF PERCEPTION TO MEDICINE

We are prone to see what the context indicates we should 
see. 

Given ambiguous cues we “recognise” things according to 
our expectations: 

A set of ambiguous symptoms presented by a patient will 
be perceived differently according to our expectations and 
past experience, not “objective” reality



THE RELEVANCE OF THE PSYCHOLOGY OF PERCEPTION TO MEDICINE

Attention can be divided, with practice. 

When you start to adquire a skill(e.g. taking blood from a patient) 

it is almost impossible to do anything else at same time , ex talking 
reassuringly to the patient. 

In time, however, the skill of attending to both aspects of the 
patient encounter simultaneously can be learned. 

Stressedand tired doctors become progressively less able to attend 
appropriately and to do more than one thing at once



SOCIAL PERCEPTION

Past experience

We may be influenced by our previous experience when making a 
diagnosis. Our perception of people may also be influenced by our 
past experience. 

Ex. we tend to be more positive towards physically attractive 
people. In studies of social perception people were asked to choose 
the company with whom they would prefer to watch television. 

Most expressed a preferencefor people who were not physically
disabled. In many cases this may be due simply to a lack of 
experience with disabled people

Congenital deformities may, at first, seem distressing but as you 
become familiar with such patients you will find that the deformity 
becomes less distressing and less pertinent. In a sense you no longer 
“see” the deformity. Instead you are able to see past these to the 
people within. 



SOCIAL PERCEPTION

Cognitive constructs

Our impression of people depends on our cognitive constructs. These 
include sociability, likeability and intelligence. 

The constructs that we use depend on the context and the people.

You will use different constructs when forming impressions of the 
people that you meet at party from those that you use when seeing 
patients in an outpatient clinic. 

Sometimes we makeerrors in assuming that the behaviour of 
hospital patients is because of their personality rather the situation of 
being ill in hospital 

…. also attribute a patient’s behaviour to having a particular disease 
rather than the fact that he/she really does behave in that manner



SCHEMAS

We have many expectations of other people’s behaviour- schemas

Ex. we expect certain behaviour from waiters in a restaurant, 
students expect certain standards of behaviour from their lectures
and doctors expect certain behaviour patterns from their patients.

Schemasinfluence what we see even if the behaviour has not 
occurred. 
The diagnostic processmay involve schemas. When you make 
inferences you may fill in the gaps about the relationship between 
symptoms. 

You use schemas in order to do this. The trouble is, you can make 
inferences which are in fact not true



You may assume that a patient from a certain part of the country
will have certain characteristics which may not be the case, 

or you might assume that someone is of a particular sex … will 
behave in certain ways. 

Ex. because you are talking with a young mother you might 
assume that she is not working outside the home and can attend 
the clinic at any time with her children. 

….she may well be a single mother in full-time employment

SCHEMAS



schemas about ourselves, called self schemas. We retain information 
about ourselves and this influence our selective perception

Ex. anxiouspatients may have a belief that they are unable to cope. 
Depressedpatients may have negative self schemas… view 
themselves as inadequate, hopeless and worthless. 

These schemas influence what they see, think, feel and do. 

Ex. depressedpatients will be much less able to solve day to day 
problems than other people because they do not believe themselves 
capable of doing so. 

Telling them to pull themselves together would be pointless. They 
have not belief in their ability to be competent

SCHEMAS

Patientshave schemastoo



Perception is an active, creative process. 

Perception

Perception depends on the brain’s ability to interp ret the 
senses 

Attention is part of the perceptual process, and it too can be

affected by a variety of psychological factors such as 

previous experience, motivation, and fatigue



Perception as Gateway to the World

Information  technology promises us virtual reality, with 
games that mimic “reality”. 

Yet, most of  us fail to realize, we already live in a perfect 
virtual reality - that created by our own  nervous systems. 

So you have no need to buy other ones. 

Nothing yet manufactured can  create as convincing a reality 
as the brain in your head, 

with the help of a good memory  and a few rules of course


